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CELEBRATING EARTH DAY IS TIME TO SHARE THE PLANET AND SAVE IT
WORLDWIDE
NASA NOPLACELIKEHOME MESSAGE

Paris, Washington DC, 23.04.2015, 02:02 Time

USPA NEWS - For Earth Day, people are asked by NASA, to share pictures and video of their favorite places on Earth using social
media ““ tag them #NoPlaceLikeHome. Obama declared on this special day : "Protecting the one planet we've got is what we have to
do for to do for the next generation." Everglade Park.

-EARTH DAY EMERGENCY AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE-----------------------------------------------------------------------
It's time to pledge to spend one day celebrating the planet that over 7 billion people call home. On this special day, US Secretary John
Kerry, asks concerned citizens everywhere to #ActOnClimate. On this Earth Day, NASA's Administrator Charlie Bolden shares his
thoughts on our home planet. 'Living in space is going to be part of our future, but what we know about Earth and how we live on this
planet is absolutely critical... We want to know how our planet works, how we affect it, and how it might change in the future.'
US Secretary continues: "The result was a force that no American politician could ignore. Within months, President Nixon announced
the creation of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Congress followed quickly with landmark legislation to protect air
quality and our threatened coasts". He adds about the historical agreement between US ad China : "In Beijing last November,
President Obama and Chinese leader Xi Jinping each announced bold new climate change targets. This was the first time the leaders
of the two leading-emitters of greenhouse gases came together to address the issue in a constructive and far-sighted
way."-----------------------------Source: www.state.gov, www.nasa.gov, For more information see: go.wh.gov/EarthDay “ª#“ŽActOnClimat
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